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The Original Soundtrack to Assault Android Cactus. Written and produced by British Academy Award-winning (BAFTA)
composer Jeff van Dyck, this full length album features remastered versions of the tracks created for the game over the course

of development.
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1 - Cactus
2 - Fingerstyle

3 - The Genki Star
4 - Divine

5 - Workin' It
6 - The Section Lords

7 - Gonna Kick Your Ass
8 - Embryo
9 - Assault

10 - Vespula
11 - Automation

12 - Justice
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13 - Little Android
14 - Gamma
15 - Venom

16 - Into The Droid
17 - Liquorice
18 - Medulla
19 - The Core

20 - Witch Beam

Total Length: 1:15:24

“Little Android” by Jeff van Dyck (c)2015

Chorus:
I’m just a little android

and my battery has run low
I’m just a little android

and I’m moving oh so slow
I’m just a little android

and I’m laying on the floor
I’m just a little android

wanna live again once more.

I can’t feel my legs
I can’t feel my fingers

I can’t my face
I can’t feel my feelings

I’m not half the droid I used to be
I’m not half the droid I want to be

I used to feel so real
I used to feel my meaning

Now I feel surreal
Now I feel I’m fading

I’m not half the droid I used to be
I’m not half the droid I want to be

Chorus

I can’t find my mind
I can’t find my pain

I think I’m losing time
Do you know my name?

I’m not half the droid I used to be
I’m not half the droid I want to be

I think I’m in dream
I think I’m back on steam.

I wanna do my part.
You know I want to restart.

I’m not half the droid I used to be
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I’m not half the droid I want to be

Chorus
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Saw this game as it was being built, and it's absolutely fantastic. It's got an amazing concept, and most of it was built in 24 hours
as part of a hackathon!. I Love It! it is fun, weird, hard andn puzzling. Really good level design. Insane replayability. Good
atmosphere. I can understand why Dan Salvato recommended this.. Super nice rythm game! If you're used to those, count
approx 2 hours of gameplay for the 100% achievements. It's worth it though, as the game is really nice, the musics too, and it's
sold for cheap :)

I still have a couple of remarks. The beat is really hard to hit precisely as the music is not always 100% on sync, and also, you
have no precise way to know if you're too early or too late except if you're reeeeeeeally late/early (your only visual aid is the
trail left by the balls). This is really annoying because even if you are really precise, when you take into account the slight
desync of the music + the potential keyboard input lag, it makes it impossible to play above 2x speed, or even 1.5x for the bonus
level.
I hope that devs will add a ticking sound on the key presses (to help us correct the kb input lag), and also some precise visual aid
like in osu!. This would be really nice :)

Great game overall!!. Intro
You are the captain of greath intersteller salavage ship
Your mission will be diffrent eachtime often suicidel
Your enamies wont be easy nor the same
Your crew will be a bunch of hero's or a bunch of fools
However

Your willing to give it all inorder to become a rich legend

Gameplay
The first thing that stands out in the game would be the Ship Command panal ( Interface)
This really give's you the feeling you are in charge of a old salvage ship and you have
to managed your missions & crew & database.

Durning missions you will face random problems like radios malfunctions to interfance storms
ussualy if the captain ( player) deals with them cool headed, he will be able to solve most
upcoming problems, however sometime's one small ship malufction could lead to the dead of your team

This will make the game more tenste & interesting ontop of that you will allso have to deal with
the aliens, you will come across diffrent kinds and each of them is diffrent some are weak against bullets
while others are slow.. However sometime's you will come across a really deathly kind and for those
you might want to try to counter becauce if you dont. . . it might cost you a couple of crew members

Storyline
The storyline is simple you are a captain of a salavage team who's going to salavege xenos vessels
Eachtime the game will generate random background story

the game is mostly build around the idea that you will have your own storys to tell however
i feel the game is build too mutch around this and the fact there's no voice storyteller in the game
Just saddens me

Technical
The game is fairly well programmed, I dont have problems regarding frame drops and i havent encounteted game
Breaking bug

You only need a decent Ram card for the rest a simple CPU & Video card will do fine
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Mechancis
There are allot of random generator mechanics build into the game.
For example there is a R.G for encounters \/ Missions \/ Enamies \/ loot \/ Crew \/ lore

One partically interesting Random generator mechanic would be the one
that they have build for the aliens, you will never come acorss the same kind alien
in another campaign offering a refreshing & interesting expirance eachtime

i have Allso noticed there's a deep charater creation mode where inn you can
add new possible Crew members for your salvage missions, The CC mode is
well build and give you the option to give a crew memeber a real background

However there are mechanics that need inprovement like combat & Ingame Acitions
they are fairly limited, Allso the loot mechanics needs inprovement
the game simply lacks interesting loot

Sound
The music & aliens & Background sounds are really well done, it slightly reminds me of watching one of those old 80
sci-fi horror movie aside from that what's allso interesting that sound plays a role in the game for example it help you
reconise what kind of enammies are behind a certain doors

Overview
Gameplay 8\/10
Storyline 6\/10
Technical 10\/10
Mechancis 6\/10
Sound 9\/10

Finnal
Even though the game lacks certain game mechanics & Feature's this game caught my attention
It's fun & refreshing it's worth the money and im looking forward to the upcoming content

p.s this game it's hard & unforgiving :,) be prepared for the horrors in space. This game was released quite a few years
ago, probably around when I was twelve, but it is a longstanding favorite of mine. I originally bought it on mobile, but
never redownloaded it when I got a new phone. Recently I remembered it and was sad to see they had taken it off the
iphone store, so seeing it available on steam was awesome.

I instantly bought it and honestly, it's just as good as I remember, if not better. It's a cute game - with cute graphics,
cute music and audio, and a cute storyline, all while still being difficult enough to make you play levels a couple times
to get three stars or to figure things out. Getting all of the achievements takes some time, but it's quite easy, which is
nice.

As you can see, I've spent quite a large amount of time in the game. I don't think I'll ever get fully sick of it. There's
some glitches here and there where a character might die for seemingly no reason and you have to restart the level, but
each level can be completed in three minutes or less and it happens rarely, so it's not a huge problem in my eyes..
Positive Review for statistics because it's worth it. i love the episode 1
but the sequel sucks!. This DLC basically contains epic runes for your bow weapon in the game, and that's all.

I'd say that these DLC runes are much better than those dropped by Captains or even Warchiefs, so you probably
won't need to worry about rune problems after buying this (and the other 2 ). However here is the problem, collecting
runes from the bosses is a part of the game play, so when you spend money to buy runes, it's no difference from cutting
off a part of your gaming experience.
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I don't treat this as a DLC, and in fact I won't want to buy it if it's not in the GOTY pack.
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Really fun, but sadly you can beat the game in under 2 hours and then refund it...

. You can't get lost as there is only one path, so that's boring in that sense; only in the fact that it's fairly repetitive...
For this kind of game, the lifespan is quite good, slightly less than 10h in normal game, not 100% nor difficult.
I did not like the game to the point where I can spend 2h or more on it at once...Again, it's quite repetitive and with only one
path to follow...But it's a good game anyway and I recommend it to people that like this kind of game, or just to have some
break between RPGs, FPSs, etc...like I do ;). Great game made amazing by the Steam Controller.. \u6e38\u620f\u753b\u9762\u
ff1a\u5f88\u68a6\u5e7b\u6e05\u65b0\u552f\u7f8e\u98ce(\u0e51\u00ba\u0e31\u2570\u256f\u00ba\u0e31\u0e51)
\u6e38\u620f\u89d2\u8272\uff1a\u56e0\u4e3a\u80fd\u5728\u6e38\u620f\u91cc\u6323\u91d1\u5e01\uff0c\u53ef\u4ee5\u4e7
0\u5f62\u8c61\uff0c\u4e2a\u4eba\u89c9\u5f97\u59b9\u7eb8\u7684\u5f62\u8c61\u5f88\u840c\u554a\u2727\u207a\u2e1c(\u2
5cf\u02d9\u25be\u02d9\u25cf)\u2e1d\u207a\u2727\uff0c\u4eca\u5929\u4e70\u8fd9\u6e38\u620f\u5c31\u662f\u88ab\u6e38\
u620f\u89d2\u8272\u5f62\u8c61\u5438\u5f15\u624d\u73a9\u7684( \u2022 \u0300\u03c9 \u2043)\u0648 kkk
\u4f46\u8bb2\u771f\u5efa\u8bae\u7a76\u6781\u624b\u6b8b\u515a\u522b\u73a9(\u3002\u2022\u0301\ufe3f\u2022\u0300\u3
002)\uff0c\u8981\u4e0d\u7136\u5c31\u50cf\u73b0\u5728\u7684\u6211\u4e00\u6837\u5728\u627e\u8650\u627e\u632b\u8d2
5\u611f\u7684\u8d76\u811a\u3010\u54ed\u5527\u5527(\u2565_\u2565)\u3002\u3002\u4f46\u8fd8\u662f\u597d\u60f3\u651
2\u91d1\u5e01\u4e70\u89d2\u8272
(\u0e51 \u00b4\u2022\ufe43\u2022`)
\u561b\uff0c\u672c\u6765\u73a9\u6e38\u620f\u5c31\u662f\u60f3\u8ba9\u81ea\u5df1\u5f00\u5fc3\u7684( \u0361\u00b0
\u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)\u2727\u4f46\u73a9\u5230\u7b2c\u4e00\u5173\u7684\u6700\u540e\u4e00\u5173\u65f6\u600e\u
4e48\u4e5f\u8fc7\u4e0d\u53bb\uff0c\u5fc3\u6001\u7206\u70b8\u4e86(\u25bc\u76bf\u25bc#)\u3002\u3010\u6211\uff0c\u62
11\u53bb\u770b\u4f1a\u5267\u5e73\u590d\u4e00\u4e0b\u5fc3\u60c5\u25cf|\uffe3|\uff3f. I thought this game was pretty great
until I came across "infinity decks", decks that once the player reaches, allow them to draw all cards in their deck and play with
infinite mana. "Don't let them get there". Yea, except I'm not a 9-5 Artifact pro that knows exactly how to pre-emptively defeat
this even if I see it coming a couple turns before, so at some points in the game I just end up sitting there watching the other
player have fun until I'm dead. Great game, not.. Pretty good game for under $5. No randomness, simple but satisfying strategy
and an easy-to-learn system. The game should be an android app.. 1\/5

First and foremost I find the title of the game misleading. Just looking at the cover you would imagine the game follows some
character who lives a double life; one as a good citizen, the other a darker kind of villain. I was expecting something along the
lines of a Jekyll and Hyde game.

Instead you play as two independent characters one an Irish rascal, the other a straight-laced English policeman. The game
doesn't involve any problem solving but more like going from one place to another clicking on different things, and figuring out
what to do next. The story is enjoyable whilst you're playing it, it unravells nicely and keeps you gripped.

Nothing however can really compensate for how poor the ending is. I'ts not simply that the ending is an unhappy one for both
protagonists but it renders the whole story pointless.

There is one stupid part where you have to steal the ledger from a shop associated with the villain. This involves:
1. Walking outside from the church
2. Walking outside the main gates
3. Walking from outside the main gates to outside the shop.
4. Click on the door.
And thats it. After you click on the door you're automatically sent back to the church after a brief monologue and tell you're
partner "Here you go, I've got the account book" (not the exact wording, but that's basically what happens). Stupid, utterly
stupid.

There are far better point and clicks out there. Find anohter.. This is a good game, and I did enjoy the small little gameplay there
was. But that's about where it stops.

This game is awfully short, I managed to finish it within 30-40 minutes, and I was taking my time.
The graphics are nice, but nothing astonishing
The story, well, there is one, but its nothing to get attached to.
The music is very good, but, not worth owning the game over
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This game is advertised as a mysterious horror style game, the game isn't very overly scary, and theres about 2 small jumpscares.
Really not what I expected from something lablled as a 'horror'.

Overall, this game is fun, but the fact its expensive, short, and just not that fun makes it not worth it.
. absolute meme
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